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SECTION - A
(Very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all questions : (10x1=10 Marks)

1 . ln _ the program or system is treated as a block box.

2. What are the types ol loops is path testing ?

3. Expand MIMD.

4. An _ is a point that does not lie between any other arbitrary but
- distinct points of a domain.

5. Wnat are path expressions ?

6. The _ denotes path in parallel between two nodes.

7. Boolean algebra is trivialized by using _ charts.

8. The 

- 

is a tundamentalto software engineering as Boolean algebra.

9. A _ is a square array with one row and column for every node in the
graph.

10. A graph whose relations are not symmetric is called a

P.T.O.
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SECTION. B

(Short Answer)

Not to exceed one paragraph, answerany eight questions. Each question carries
two marks. (8x2=16 Marks)

1 1. What is Data flow testing ?

12. What is path expression ?

13. Knowing based syslem explain.

14. What is decision table processors ?

15. Howto process the bugs ?

16. What is graph ?

17. Properties of relation.

18. What are all the phases ol testing ?

'19. How to represent a graph ?

20. States tables and its lields.

21. Give the ditference between testing and debugging.

22. What are testing levels ?

SECTION _ C

(Short Answer)

Not to exceed 120 words, answBr any six questions. Each question carries
four marks. (6x4=24 Marks)

23. Types o,f bugs.

24. Explain abouttesting and its levels.

25. lmplementation comments in transac'tion llow testing.
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26. Data llow anomalies.

27. Write about path sums.

28. Over view ol logic based lesting.

29. Write about flow anomaly deletion problem.

30. Explain about states in state graph.

31 . Explain Matrix operation.

SECTION _ D

(Long Essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks. (2x15=30 Marks)

32. A Taxonomy lor bugs.

33. Overview of Domain testing.

34. Explain about Decision tables.

35. Explain about building lools.


